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Introduction:  European retailers and policy-makers at the 
heart of a global SUPPLY CHA!NGE. 

 

Opening speech: 
In the opening speech several issues were covered, including a severely 
debated minimum living wage issue, and in particular, the ambiguity of its 
definition. The social justice conflict around rural food production was 
also mentioned. The issue concerns self-employed smallholders who are 
very vulnerable and they are responsible for 70% of the global food 
supply. 
 
Value chains: 
Value is inequitably distributed throughout the supply chain mainly due to 
the weakness of existing regulations. A major systematic failure emerges 
at the expense of smallholders, since they are paid after selling the 
produce and bearing both internal and external risks concerning 

agricultural production. Besides, the lack of transparency concerning 
smallholdersƦ u`ktd chains is alarming. Monopoly tendencies and the 
structure of business as usual in agricultural supply chains - 
subcontracting schemes - are posing barriers to both producers and 
consumers. The low level of engagement by trade unions is also to be 
kept in mind.  
 
Achievements: 
A remarkable achievement of the SUPPLY CHA!NGE Project hitherto has 
been the continuous stakeholder participation in brainstorming about the 
development of fairer and greener food supply chains. The core focus of 
the project has been on the environmental and social sustainability of 
supply chains. A good example of campaigns carried out within the 
framework of the SUPPLY CHA!NGE are the actions to reduce and avoid 
plastic packaging. Another achievement of the project has been the 
dldqfhmf cda`sd nm sgd bnmbdos ne Ʃe`hq oqhbdƪ `bqnrr Dtqnod- Rtopping 
the deterioration of the soil quality and achieving a better soil 
preservation status, both within and beyond Europe, can be considered as 
additional achievements of the project. Evidence suggests that moving 
away from monoculture crops to more diverse crops, strengthening the 
biodiversity and appraisal of organic farming are key steps so that 
smallholders can improve their livelihoods. 
 
Suggestions: 
The stakeholders of the SUPPLY CHA!NGE project highlighted the 
following points that should be improved in the near future: 
¶ The consolidation and monopolization within and among supply 

chains should be diminished. 
¶ Labour rights of the smallholder producers in the very bottom of 

the value chains should be improved. 
¶ Universal sustainability standards should be established. 
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"Tainted Food: Moving Beyond ̵the Consumer is the King̶ 
Narrative" by Prof. Surya Deva, the current vice -chairperson 
of the UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights. 

Presentation  available to download  here: 
http://www.supply chainge.org/fileadmin/reporters/eu_files/Eu_RT/Deva_20
17_Tainted -Food_SUPPLYCHA_NGE.pdf 

The ƩBnmrtldq hr sgd jhmfƪ `ooqn`bg bnldr ehqrs nm sgd khrs ne bnmbdosr 
to be challenged. A system of efforts to protect consumers at the 
expense of producers is obviously failing. We cannot merely rely on 
bnmrbhntr bnmrtldqr sn hloqnud sgd oqnctbdqrƦ bnmchshnmr- Ootentially, a 
solution could be sgd hmsdfq`shnm `mc hlokdldms`shnm ne Ʃctd chkhfdmbdƪ 
reforms. 
 
Changing lifestyles is one of the main reasons why tainted food is not 
contested by the consumers together with a general higher demand for 
convenience food and more advanced techniques for food preservation. 

Technologies mostly focus on increasing quantity of supply and reducing 
costs while ignoring working conditions and labour rights and therefore 
compromising the quality of the production. Inside supply chains, 
multiple layers and middlemen exist that are constantly absorbing the 
value created and that exploit vulnerable chains. The overall production 
standards are either general and vague or particular to the country of 
production. Regardless of the grievous oqnctbdqrƦ circumstances, the 
ultimate purpose of supply chains ends up being consumer satisfaction. 
 
Although European Union leads the rules and regulations on Ʃdue 
chkhfdmbdƪ+ u`ktd bg`hmr `qd fkna`k `mc the law in most countries is far 
eqnl bnlokxhmf vhsg a`rhb Ʃctd chkhfdmbdƪ orinciples. In terms of due 
chkhfdmbd+ `m dwokhbhs dw`lokd ne DTƦs leadership is the nutrition labels, 
which in fact are designed and implemented to favour consumers and 
mostly to meet the demands of certain groups of conscious consumers. 
But an inclusive policy must go beyond the consumers if it aims to 
protect non-consumers.  
 

 

http://www.supplychainge.org/fileadmin/reporters/eu_files/Eu_RT/Deva_2017_Tainted-Food_SUPPLYCHA_NGE.pdf
http://www.supplychainge.org/fileadmin/reporters/eu_files/Eu_RT/Deva_2017_Tainted-Food_SUPPLYCHA_NGE.pdf
http://www.supplychainge.org/fileadmin/reporters/eu_files/Eu_RT/Deva_2017_Tainted-Food_SUPPLYCHA_NGE.pdf
http://www.supplychainge.org/fileadmin/reporters/eu_files/Eu_RT/Deva_2017_Tainted-Food_SUPPLYCHA_NGE.pdf
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The case of Donoghue vs. Stevenson (1932) - the neighbour principle - is 
a valid example of inclusion that can be easily integrated to the globalized 
vnqkc snc`x- HsƦr bkd`q sg`s `kk fkna`k bhshydmr `qd neighbours and thus the 
companies should be accountable for the rights - human & civic rights - 
of all stakeholders. 
 
Currently, the concern of ordinary consumers is safety and price. Hence, 
states simply canmns rsdo `rhcd `mc kds bnmrtldqr b`qd enq oqnctbdqrƦ 
rights. There must be regulations. Market forces have historically proved 
sg`s Ʃeqdd l`qjdsrƪ cnmƦs cn well when it comes to protect human rights. 
 
All things considered, one could conclude that due diligence is a must. 
The law and the regulations should continuously cover the risk of the 
producers and not only the risk of the corporations alone. Pushing for due 
diligence should be a continuous process where vulnerable and affected 
groups should be consulted and the risks should be better identified. 
 

 

 
 
Opening Panel: Stakeholder perspectives on implementing 
human rights and environmental due diligence amongst 
European retailers.  
Moderation by Stefan Grasgruber-Kerl (Suedwind) 
 
Pascal Durand (French MEP) on the green card and the duty of vigilance. 
The final purpose is to impose regulations on large companies, including 
the moral and legal obligations of diligence and vigilance. The success of 
the French initiative on the duty of vigilance was to be thanked to French 
politicians understanding the fact that there are no two kinds of humans; 
all human beings should be treated under same social and environmental 
circumstances. Likewise, the politics of left and right do not apply when it 
comes to humanitarian issues. This policy should also be developed at 
the EU level rather than be simply replicated.  
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One shortcoming of the French law is the cancellation of a section 
bnmbdqmhmf Ʃbhuhk ehmdƪ- Sghr onhms l`x b`trd odnokd to believe that the 
law would be ineffective. However there is still the possibility to go to 
court, so the vigilance process is still viable. Now there is an emergence 
and need for new professions, experts, auditors that can certify the 
quality of vigilance. This is an opportunity for universities as well. 
The Green Card is an initiative emerged in the European Parliament that 
asks the Commission to regulate on due diligence at EU level. 
 
Heidi Hautala (MEP) on due diligence at the EU. 
Thanks to the initiative of French Parliament, a Europe-wide discussion 
on due diligence has sprouted and gaining increasing momentum during 
talk.  The more stakeholders come together and debate, the wider our 
knowledge roots. This is not a perfect learning process, one would even 
cdrbqhad hs `r9 ƥSvn rsdor enqv`qcr nmd rsdo a`bj-Ʀ Sgdqdenqd+ sgd mdws 
steps of the project are of utmost importance . 
 
Lettemieke Mulder (Eurocommerce) on the initiatives of retailers to 
implement corporate human rights and environmental due diligence in 
their supply chains. 
The gap prevails on what the retailers and the wholesalers can do. The 
need to cooperate with  broader stakeholder groups is obvious and the 
bdqshehb`shnm rbgdldr `knmd b`mmns rnkud ` kns ne oqnakdlr- ƩLnqd `nd 
bnmshmtntr bnkk`anq`shnm vhsg cheedqdms rs`jdgnkcdqr hr mddcdc-ƪ 
 
Dr. Christopher Tankou (University of Dschang, Department of Crop 
Science, Cameroon) on the insights from Cameroon on due diligence. 
Crops like cocoa are valuable to the farmer. It is the only way to make 
money in some regions but the challenges are also great. These include, 
but are not limited to, low productivity, under-use of fertilizers due to its 
high price, loss of younger generations mainly due to rise of white collar 
jobs, low education level and impatience of farmers to sell the produce on 

fair trade terms but at the regular market because of urgent need for 
money. Besides the internal problems, climate change is threatening 
production zones, meaning dry zones are enlarging but for crops like 
cocoa, which likes rain and humid weather, the opportunities are 
dwindling. On the other hand, illegal and opportunistic buyers are 
distorting the market by practically exploiting low bargaining power of 
farmers in the market. 
 
Sandra Dusch (CIR) on policy perspectives on due diligence from 
European CSOs 
Many problems remain to be solved. Transparency as such, must be 
preserved both for consumers and producers. We demand better 
traceability of products and new rules and regulations for some 
commodities, in particular, for the new players in the market. 
In terms of due diligence, national policies are lagging behind. There is an 
increasing need for a global treaty to prevent that national concerns  
trump human rights issues. 
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Parallel Forums: How to promote 
environmental and human rights due 
diligence in food supply chains.  
 
FORUM I: European retailers and human rights due diligence 
in practice. The case of orange juice from Brazil.  
Chair: Sandra Dusch Silva (CIR). Input: Jennifer Lichter (sustainability 
food REWE Group). 
 
The forum was attended by 15 people. Most of the participants were 
business representatives, among others from Lidl, Metro, the fruit juice 
association and BSCI. Rewe started with a short presentation of their 
sustainability program. Rewe's approach to sustainability is an approach 
that is holistic and involves not just individual products, but the entire 
company at different levels. The sustainability guidelines go from the 
executive office to the employees.  
 
- Pro Planet Process / Hot Spot Analysis (general approach):  
PRO PLANET label characterizes private label products of the REWE 
Group sales lines, which have, besides of high quality standards, 
considerably positive ecological and social characteristics. The aim lies in 
supporting sustainable consumption in the mass market and in offering 
products with a sustainable added value at a good price. Before a product 
can be awarded the PRO PLANET label, it needs to pass a five stage, 
standardized process. This process has been developed in cooperation 
with the UNEP/Wuppertal Institute Collaborating Centre on Sustainable 
Consumption and Production (CSCP), the consulting agency for 
innovations triple innova and the Wuppertal Institute for Climate, 
Environment and Energy. 
 

To establish an authentic and transparent process, the REWE Group 
included various stakeholders in the development of PRO PLANET. For 
the implementation of PRO PLANET projects, the REWE Group 
collaborates with external product experts, the project partners. An 
independent expert advisory board accompanies the entire process. 
 
With PRO PLANET, the REWE Group is providing a reliable guideline for 
consumers, who wish to contribute something positive to the 
environment and social compatibility through their purchasing. 
 
- Hot Spots Orange Juice Concentrate Production 
Rewe presented their strategy of how to defend a path to sustainable 
orange juice. The starting point of the work on the topic was critical 
campaign work by the Christliche Initiative Romero. They have 
investigated in a HotSpot analysis, where conditions in the supply chain 
are problematic.  
 
Central hot spots in the  orange juice value chain from a social point of 
view is the working conditions and the income -in particular the seasonal 
workforce-, both in the phase of agriculture and in the phase of 
processing.  The legal situation in Brazil is comparatively good. However, 
the level of income remains a problem even in the case of employment 
contracts with the right to work according to the law, as the minimum 
wage is still not a living wage in spite of significant improvements in 
recent years. The traceability of the FCOJ is a challenge, but should be 
improved urgently in view of the relatively short value chain. Only in this 
way improvements and solutions can be more targeted. To better 
counteract the enormous market power of Brazilian juice industries, 
solutions on European level need to be found. There are only three 
producers of juice concentrates that dominate the market. This means 
that Rewe will have to make alliances with its sales volume at either  
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German or European level in order to change something in the supply 
chain. A further possibility is to use certifications. Certificates for the 
orange juice sector include RA as well as Fairtrade.  
 

 
 
 

In order to achieve improvements on individual farms, the supply chain 
must also be made more transparent down to the plantations. Various 
certification initiatives such as Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance or UTZ 
Certified have experience in building such structures. It is important that 
the plantations also clearly define the existence of written employment 
contracts with all legally guaranteed services and monitoring of 
compliance. The current widespread system of contractors should also 
be abolished in order to improve remuneration and make it more 
transparent. At farm level, it should be noted that especially for small and 
medium-sized producers an immense price pressure prevails. For many 
of them alone, the rising minimum wage and increasing expenditure on 
fertilizers and pesticides is a major challenge. Here too, financial bonuses 
are an important tool to create appropriate incentives. The prices of 
fertilizers and pesticides seem to be much higher in this case due to the 
weaker negotiating power than for the large and corporate plantations. 
The negotiating position could be strengthened through cooperative 
ventures and alliances. 
 
Other questions discussed with the group were   
Ʈ Hr bdqshehb`shnm the best way to change the situation of Brazilian orange 
farmers? 
Ʈ Vgn `qd sgd lnrs hlonqs`ms rs`jdgnkcdqr hm sgd nq`mfd ithbd rtookx 
chain? 
Ʈ Hr hs adssdq sn g`ud udqx rsqhbs rs`mc`qcr enq ` rl`kk mtladq ne e`qldqr> 
Ʈ Vg`s dkrd b`m vd cn> 
 
The European Juice Platform has explicitly invited all NGO participants to 
their next meeting. The CIR is organizing as a follow up a forum with all 
relevant stakeholders from Brazil and Europe in Berlin on the 8th and 9th 
of December to further elaborate the solutions and establish a common 
approach. 
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FORUM II: Stopping deforestation, loss of biodiversity and 
climate change resulting from agricultural production. The 
case of palm oil in Indonesia.  
Chair and input: Martin Wildenberg (GLOBAL2000) and Klementina 
Dukoska (Climate Reality Leadership Corps). 
 

The 10 people that 
participated in this forum 
slip in two groups to 
discuss different 
challenges and potential 
solutions. 
 
Group 1: What is the 
role of the 
consumers? 
It was agreed by the group 
that this is a very 
complicated question to 
answer because the 
contexts are not the same 
in different countries. 
In the case of palm oil, it is 
clear that using 

alternatives -like olive oil- are more expensive. 
Bnmrtldqr cnmƦs g`ud ` bkd`q hl`fd ne vg`s rtrs`hm`akd o`kl nhk hs. They 
`qd bnmetrdc ax bdqshehb`shnmr- Sgdx cnmƦs jmnv vghbg oqnctbsr g`ud 
palm oil either. Although in some countries like Bulgaria, consumers are 
encouraged to use traditional products instead of palm oil. 
Deforestation seems too far away from EU consumers. For instance, in 
the Netherlands, consumers are aware of deforestation, but it does not 
influence their buying decisions. 

Conclusion : It is too much for consumers to make the choices. 
Sustainable palm oil should be backed up by legislation. The role of 
consumers is more important by putting pressure on governments than 
in buying choices. We need to get consumers to raise their voice and to 
make them aware that they are also citizens. 
Possibility was raised for organizing a campaign on the French law on 
due diligence or to start a European citizen initiative. 
 
Group 2: What kind of binding policies are necessary? 
We need due 
diligence laws on 
palm oil to be 
mandatory. 
Roundtable on 
Sustainable Palm Oil 
(RSPO) is not 
enough. The RSPO 
could become 
mandatory, although 
taxing non-certified 
palm oil was proposed as a better solution. 
 
The EU could put pressure on Indonesia as they did with fish and the 
yellow card, although the EU should also put pressure on other countries. 
 
Labeling of products should be improved to include which kind of palm oil 
(non- certified, certified, which kind of certification). Options for labeling: 

- Follow the example of Fairtrade but covering environmental and 
social issues. 

- EU standard (not private) for imported food that is sensitive in social 
or environmental terms (e.g. Blue Flower Standard / EU Eco-Label) 

- Palm oil free label (like GMO free)  


